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Let’s Talk -Tips & Resources
Talking with Children
Simply talking with babies,
toddlers, and preschoolers
during everyday activities
prepares them for
school…years later! How?
Talking develops young
brains and builds vocabulary, making it easier to learn
how to read.
Adults use two kinds of talk
with children:


Play Talk is interactive
and includes a back-andforth between adult and
child. It is responsive,
offers choices, asks questions, and is encouraging. You can use Play
Talk through talking,
reading, singing, playing,
and telling stories.



Business Talk consists
of mostly statements and
orders, and is usually a
one-sided conversation

Important Dates

(i.e. “put on your shoes”
or “eat your food”).
Using Play Talk with children
increases their vocabulary
more than using Business
Talk, even though Business
Talk is necessary.
Using Play Talk During Everyday Activities
Caring for young children
takes a lot of time and energy,
and it can be hard to add anything more to your busy day.
An easy solution is to talk
with children while doing every day activities – such as taking a bath, eating a meal,
changing a diaper, getting
dressed, or going to the park!

March 20-22 Conferences
EARLY DISMISSAL, 1PM
March 21

Let’s Talk Workshop

6PM at the Blue Hills Firehouse
April 4

Second Cup of Coffee

April 8-12

Spring Recess
NO SCHOOL

April 19

Good Friday

NO SCHOOL
April 24
Professional Development for Teachers—EARLY DISMISSAL, 1PM
April 25

Math Night 6-7:30 PM

Auerfarm

Talk in the Language You
Speak Best
Research shows that talking
to children in the language
you speak best is most helpful
to them. When speaking in
the language you are most fluContinued on back page ...

Students learn how sap is made into maple
syrup at Auerfarm. They dramatized this in
the farm classroom after seeing the process.

Puzzles and Games
Toys and games, also referred to
as manipulatives, include puzzles,
various table blocks, small
construction materials such as
Legos, board games, and
collections of objects (including
shells, bottle caps, and buttons).
When children use toys and games,
they explore how things work; learn
to be creative and use their
imaginations; strengthen and
control the small muscles in their
hands; work cooperatively and solve
problems; and learn math ideas and
concepts.
When children use toys and games in
the classroom, we encourage them to
talk about what they are doing. For
example, we might say: “Tell me about

the design you made.”
or “How did you get
those rings to fit together?” or “You’ve picked
out all blocks that look
the same. Can you tell
me how they are the
same?” These questions
and comments are designed to help
children develop their
thinking skills.
Creative Curriculum
for Preschool

Two students in room 301 work cooperatively to put together a floor puzzle.

Discovery Tables/Areas
Discovery areas and tables are a
place to experience science related
concepts such as using scientific
inquiry skills (objective 24).
In the photos to the right, students
in room 202 uses pipettes with colored water and shaving cream. A
surprise happens when a hard
squeeze of the pipette pushes the
colored water through the shaving
cream!

“I see grass.”
“What do you see?”
“I see a tree!”
Two students in 105 observing
out the window.
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Students discover that the amount
of pressure they use when squeezing the pipette has an effect on
where the water goes, either on top
of the shaving cream or under the
shaving cream- colors mix when the
red water moves through the white
shaving cream becoming pink or
when the red water touches the
blue water becoming purple underneath.
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Dramatic Play
Students in 205 roast marshmallows
and make s'mores at their campsite.

They use props and make-believe
to deepen their understanding
about the world
they live in.
The ability to pretend is very important to your
child’s development. Children
who know how to
make believe
develop a good
vocabulary, which
is important for
reading. They
learn to cooperate
with others and
solve problems, and are able to
think abstractly—all important
skills for success in school. When
children pretend, they have to
recall experiences and re-create
them. To do this, they need to picture their experiences in their
minds. For example, to play the
role of a doctor, children have to
remember what tools a doctor uses, how a doctor examines a patient, and what a doctor says. Being able to visualize an experience or characters from a story is
a critical skill for reading comprehension in later years.

At home you can encourage the same
kind of pretend play by simply playing with your child and providing
some simple props. A sheet and a
large empty box creates a house, a
hide out, a pirate ship, a doghouse, a
castle or a train. The best part about
dramatic play is that it only requires
your imagination!

Students in room 303 dramatize what it
is like to be a firefighter .

Developmental theorist, Lev
Vygotsky, tells us that young children “stand a head taller” when
engaged in pretend play. Creating
and following rules for specific
roles in dramatic play promotes
self-regulation and executive function. These skills help students to
attend to tasks, remember to follow rules and be “ready to learn”.
In the Dramatic Play Area children take on different roles and
recreate real-life experiences.
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Spirit Week—Read Across America
The last week of February was
filled with the spirit of literacy as
Wintonbury celebrated Read
Across America with rhyme hunts,
silly socks, all things green, hat
day, sports day, and a really Wacky
Wednesday.

A student in room 201 brings a chair over for their
mystery reader , Mrs. Robbin!

Wintonbury Staff on Wacky Wednesday

Continued from front...
ent in, you use better grammar,
bigger vocabulary words, and
can talk about more complex
ideas and topics. This helps

singing, and playing with
young children at birth (or
even before!). Research shows
that children’s brains are al-

searchers call this “serve and
return.” For example, an adult
coos at a baby and the baby
makes a sound back. A toddler

children learn how language
works. Children can then translate that knowledge to any new
language they learn.

ready developing before they
are born. Babies’ experiences
help build their brains and
provide a foundation for later
development

points at an object and the adult
explains what it is. Article retrieved

Learn

Children Learn Interactively

Join us for a free workshop

You can start talking, reading,

Young children learn through
interaction with adults. Re-

3/21/2019, 6pm

Children Are Born Ready to

from letstalkcambridge.org

“Let’s Talk “

@ the Blue Hills Fire House

